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(2011-12-07 13:06) vj:

OK- can't go without asking - whats the weekly gross
sales

(2011-12-07 13:06) vj:

save me scraping all the feedback pages and doin the
math

(2011-12-07 13:06) myself:

wanna take a guess?

(2011-12-07 13:07) vj:

nope - but 450 trans a day...

(2011-12-07 13:07) vj:

average say $55?

(2011-12-07 13:07) vj:

comes to 25 grand a week, and seems low to me

(2011-12-07 13:07) vj:

but that's the current guesses on the board

(2011-12-07 13:07) myself:

yea, 450 a day is high because saturday is like 350 and
sunday is like 250

(2011-12-07 13:08) myself:

but the avg is more like $75

(2011-12-07 13:08) vj:

Don't forget that xmas - end of jan is gonna slow
down, but growth might keep it from slowing too bad

(2011-12-07 13:09) vj:

but lots of folks are gonna be broke come xmas
morning

(2011-12-07 13:09) myself:

I track the monthly sales volume and it's around $500k
right now

(2011-12-07 13:09) myself:

so, $125k /wk or so

(2011-12-07 13:09) vj:

not bad for a guy that started selling shrooms, eh

(2011-12-07 13:09) myself:

haha

(2011-12-07 13:10) myself:

yep, pretty happy

(2011-12-07 13:10) vj:

so, why'd you stop vending, ha

(2011-12-07 13:10) myself:

too risky. I figured I'd be a target
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(2011-12-07 13:11) myself:

and it was really time consuming. i grew my own
[Pages 522-523 of 1,096]

(2012-03-11 22:43) vj:

[. . .] Sometime, we have to have a discussion about
what to do in the event of arrest or incarceration,
thought about that a fair bit during the last two weeks.

(2012-03-11 22:43) vj:

For instance, if you were arrested

(2012-03-11 22:43) vj:

a decision would have to be made at what point in time
do I come get you out

(2012-03-11 22:44) vj:

and I would come and get you out

(2012-03-11 22:45) vj:

Myself, that time would be a lot longer - scary, but jail
doesn't scare me a whit anymore. I treat it like being in
a 3rd world country with poor communications
infrastructure

(2012-03-11 22:45) myself:

I've been thinking a bit about that as well. like I could
put instructions for transferring control in an encrypted
file and give it to a family member. then I can give
them the password if I get put in jail.
…

(2012-03-11 22:52) vj:

and remember that one day when your in the exercise
yard, I'll be the dude in the helicopter coming in low
and fast, I promise.

(2012-03-11 22:53) myself:

ok

(2012-03-11 22:53) vj:

seriously, with the amount of $ we're generating, I
could hire a small country to come get you
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(2012-03-14 13:17) vj:

One of the things i'd like us to look at investing in is a
helicopter tour company.

(2012-03-14 13:18) vj:

Cause you never know when one of us is gonna need a
helicopter!
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(2012-03-14 13:18) vj:

Be pretty handy to have it leased already.

(2012-03-14 13:18) myself:

I made a declaration about 8 years ago that I'd be a
billionaire by my birthday in 2014. If you cound the
discounted future revenues of the enterprise, it could
happen
…

(2012-03-14 13:20) vj:

When yer keeping your eye on the ball, that's the big
one.

(2012-03-14 13:20) myself:

yep, all that money won't be worth much if we're
behind bars
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(2012-03-22 01:58) vj:

how much was the total for the last sale.

(2012-03-22 01:58) vj:

?
…

(2012-03-22 02:01) myself:

$321,802.06 from 4197 orders
…

(2012-03-22 02:01) vj:

how many vendors do we have now?

(2012-03-22 02:02) vj:

and what are weekly sales?

(2012-03-22 02:02) vj:

hould do well over double weekly sales for the sale, I'd
think, quite easily moe.
…

(2012-03-22 02:02) myself:

weekly peaked out at ner $600k, but have fallen this
past week to $475k or so

(2012-03-22 02:03) vj:

So we'll easily break a mil for the sale - not bad for a
bit over a year old, eh.

(2012-03-22 02:04) myself:

# vendors is about 200 decent sized and active
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vendors, and about 150 more small or new ones
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